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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which component is part of an Ethernet frame?
A. checksum
B. frame check sequence
C. TTL
D. sequence number
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
What XML component does the following XPath query try to match?
//foo[bar/@id=5]
A. all of the foo elements that have a child node bar, whose id
attribute is equal to 5
B. foo element with a child note bar whose id attribute is
equal to 5
C. foo element containing a child node bar tag
D. id attribute whose value is equal to 5
E. bar element with an id attribute whose value is equal to 5
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
SIMULATION
If a medication is to be taken a.c., it should be taken when?
Answer:
Explanation:
before meals

NEW QUESTION: 4

Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
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